Student Notebooks from Courses Taught by Joseph Henry

This is a list of extant notebooks kept by Joseph Henry's students that have been identified by the Joseph Henry Papers Project. Almost all the notebooks listed are from Henry's natural philosophy course. A few are from short courses Henry delivered on architecture and on geology. In two cases (Cameron and Pitney), notes for the geology course can be found within the natural philosophy notebooks.

The range of coverage for the natural philosophy course is based on a list of Henry's lectures from 1846-47, in the order they were given, recorded by Princeton student Henry C. Cameron. The list is reprinted in Charles Weiner's dissertation, *Joseph Henry's Lectures on Natural Philosophy* (Case Institute of Technology, 1965), 71-73. The dates listed come from the notebooks themselves or have been extrapolated from the student’s class year.

Other than those designated as privately owned, the notebooks are available at the following locations:

Columbia University Libraries, Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library, *Avery Classics Collection*, (Rare Books)


New York State Library, BD10494 and on microfilm # 530043 204-8384.

Presbyterian Historical Society, (MS H394).

Princeton University Library, *Department of Rare Books and Special Collections*, Princeton University Archives, Lecture Notes Collection, 1804-1956, AC052.

Princeton University Library, *Department of Rare Books and Special Collections*, Princeton University Archives, AM12800 Bound Collection.

Princeton University Library, *Department of Rare Books and Special Collections*, Manuscripts Division, General Bound Manuscripts C0199 (no. 468).

Smithsonian Institution Archives, *Record Unit 7001: Joseph Henry Collection*, (Boxes 16-19, 31).
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